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4.10 HAZARDS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, AND WILDFIRE 

4.10.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section describes potential impacts related to human-caused hazards in the Planning Area associated with the 
proposed General Plan Update, including the transport and use of hazardous materials, toxic releases, leaking 
underground storage tanks, residual pesticides on agricultural land, and underground pipelines. This section also 
addresses potential hazards associated with emergency access and fires. To provide context for the impact 
analysis, this section begins with an environmental setting describing the existing conditions in the Planning Area 
related to hazards and hazardous materials. Next, the regulatory framework is described, which informs the 
selection of the significance thresholds used in the impact analysis. The regulatory framework also includes 
existing General Plan policies related to the impact analysis of this section. The section concludes with the 
applicable significance thresholds, the impacts of the proposed changes to adopted General Plan policies, 
recommended mitigation measures, and the significance conclusions. 

As part of the impact analysis, Notice of Preparation (NOP) comments were reviewed to help guide the analysis, 
and any comments were integrated into the analysis. No NOP comments related to hazards or hazardous materials 
were received. 

Service levels by fire personnel and other emergency responders are addressed in Section 4.11, “Public Services 
and Recreation” of this EIR. Potential hazards and associated impacts related to toxic air contaminant emissions 
are discussed in Section 4.4, “Air Quality”; potential impacts from geologic and seismic hazards are discussed in 
Section 4.7, “Geology, Soils, and Paleontological Resources”; and potential hazards related to flooding are 
discussed in Section 4.13, “Hydrology and Water Quality.” 

4.10.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

For purposes of this section, the term “hazardous materials” refers to both hazardous substances and hazardous 
wastes. A “hazardous material” is defined by federal regulations as “a substance or material that … is capable of 
posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property when transported in commerce” (49 Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR] 171.8). California Health and Safety Code Section 25501 defines a hazardous material as 
“…any material that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, or chemical characteristics, poses a 
significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the environment if released into the 
workplace or the environment.”  

Hazardous wastes are hazardous substances that no longer have practical use, such as materials that have been 
discarded, discharged, spilled, or contaminated or are being stored until they can be disposed of properly. 
Hazardous wastes are defined in California Health and Safety Code Section 25141(b) as wastes that “…because 
of their quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, [may either] cause, or 
significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious illness [, or] pose a substantial present 
or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, 
or otherwise managed.” 

Hazardous materials can be liquids, solids, or gases. Some examples include gasoline, propane, coolants, 
refrigerants, explosives, acetylene (used for welding and cutting), and hydrochloric acid (used in a wide variety of 
industrial and manufacturing processes). 
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4.10.2.1 TRANSPORT OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Hazardous materials are routinely transported by truck and rail cars. Transport by truck occurs over state and 
federal highways as well as local roads. California Vehicle Code Section 31303 requires that hazardous materials 
be transported via routes with the least overall travel time. Although the choice of routes is left primarily to the 
discretion of the transporter, the California Vehicle Code prohibits the transport of hazardous materials through 
residential neighborhoods. There are no designated routes for the transport of hazardous materials by truck within 
the City of Roseville. However, the City has designated truck routes that are intended to divert traffic away from 
residential areas (see Circulation Element).  

Hazardous materials are also transported through the City by rail cars on the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), 
which bisects the City in a southwest to northeast direction. UPRR operates a major rail car switching yard and 
operations and maintenance facility in Roseville. As discussed in detail in Section 4.10.2 “Regulatory 
Framework,” the Federal Railroad Administration enforces a variety of federal safety regulations related to the 
transport of hazardous materials on rail lines.  

4.10.2.2 STORAGE OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

Underground storage tanks (USTs) and above-ground storage tanks (ASTs) are commonly used for the storage of 
hazardous materials, especially petroleum products. These storage devices are commonly found at gas stations, 
businesses operating vehicle fleets, agricultural operations, and industrial and manufacturing sites.  

All hazardous materials handlers that store in excess of 55 gallons, 500 pounds, or 200 cubic feet of gas are 
required to submit Hazardous Materials Management (Business) Plans. From these plans, emergency responders 
are provided emergency contact information, site specific chemical inventories, and vicinity as well as facility 
maps. Facilities storing materials which are “acutely” hazardous, and in excess of the quantity listed in California 
Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 19, must submit a more comprehensive Risk Management Plan that includes 
maintenance and training programs, and an analysis of potential off-site consequences. Owners/operators of 
aboveground tanks containing in excess of 660 gallons of petroleum hydrocarbons (or an aggregate quantity of 
1,320 gallons), must comply with the state’s Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act, which requires the preparation 
of a Spill Prevention and Countermeasure Plan. 

Hazardous materials are also used in many household products (e.g., drain cleaners, waste oil, cleaning fluids, 
paints, insecticides, and car batteries). Improper disposal of these materials can interact with other chemicals to 
cause fires and result in chemical leachate from landfills that are not equipped to handle them.  

In order to avert spills or contamination, the Roseville Fire Department regularly monitors hazardous material 
generators and storage facilities in the City for compliance with state regulations. The largest hazardous waste 
generators and hazardous material storage facilities in the Roseville area include NEC Electronics and Hewlett-
Packard (located on Foothills Boulevard); the H. B. Fuller Company, which manufactures industrial adhesives, 
coatings, and sealants (located on Industrial Avenue); and Union Pacific Railroad. 

4.10.2.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS IN THE PLANNING AREA 

USTs often contain hazardous materials, such as gasoline, diesel fuel, oils, solvents, and agricultural and 
industrial chemicals. Today, USTs are composed primarily of fiberglass (which is more durable), are double 
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walled, and are equipped with electronic systems to detect leaks. However, older tanks (which are the most 
frequently subject to leakage) are single walled and frequently composed of steel. Over time, the steel rusts, which 
results in corrosion, creating holes through which the stored product can leach out into soil and/or groundwater. 

A leaking tank could result in the release of hazardous chemicals into soil and potentially into groundwater, 
risking exposure to the public and the environment if contaminated soil is encountered or water quality is 
degraded. The State Water Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB) Division of Water Quality manages a UST 
Program to protect public health and the environment from releases of petroleum and other hazardous substances 
from tanks. The two main components of the program are (1) permitting of operating tanks (aka leak prevention), 
which is run by the local Certified Unified Program Agencies (CUPAs), and (2) cleanup, which is shared by the 
CUPAs and the appropriate Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). In the Planning Area, USTs are 
permitted, inspected, and monitored by the Placer County Division of Environmental Health (the local CUPA).  

Agricultural uses, which are located in the western portion of the Planning Area, employ a range of hazardous 
materials, including fertilizers, herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides. These materials, considered together, are 
regulated as “pesticides” by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the California Environmental 
Protection Agency (CalEPA). Areas which were formerly used for agriculture may also contain hazardous 
materials residue in the top layers of soil, due to the historic use of pesticides and insecticides. These materials 
can cause health hazards to humans directly during the time of application; and can result in hazards to humans, 
terrestrial wildlife, and aquatic life through “drift” of the pesticide through the air from the target area to other 
areas, and through the residue of these materials which may persist in the soil and be transported through water. 
Prior to 1950, inorganic pesticides that contained elevated concentrations of metals, such as arsenic, were 
commonly used in California agriculture. After 1950, organochlorine pesticides (OCPs) were commonly used in 
California agriculture until about the mid-1970s. Arsenic from inorganic pesticides and residues from OCPs used 
in the past have the potential to persist for many decades in shallow soils and can affect human health and the 
environment when encountered during earth-moving activities. Persistent residual chemicals are not typically 
associated with dry-farmed crops and livestock grazing, because these types of agricultural activities typically 
require little to no application of pesticides. However, other types of agricultural crops, such as orchards, typically 
require higher levels of pesticide application where residues may persist in the soil. 

Environmental contamination can also result from accidental spills of hazardous materials. These types of spills 
are most likely to occur along rail lines, highways, and underground pipelines, where hazardous materials are 
frequently transported, as well as industrial sites where larger quantities of hazardous materials are frequently 
used and stored. Several major underground pipelines, which contain natural gas and other hazardous materials, 
traverse the City in both north-south and east-west directions (Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration [PHMSA] 2019). 

The sites with a known release of hazardous materials to soil and/or groundwater are shown in Exhibit 4.10-1. 
These sites were identified based on information obtained from the SWRCB’s GeoTracker database and the 
California Department of Toxic Substances Control’s (DTSC) EnviroStor database, which are part of the Cortese 
List. The GeoTracker database provides a listing of leaking underground storage (LUST) sites and other known 
cleanup sites in California (SWRCB 2019). The EnviroStor database provide a listing of hazardous waste facility 
cleanup sites in California (DTSC 2019).  
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There are 10 active sites with hazardous or potentially hazardous materials identified within the Planning Area. 
These sites include ongoing cleanup (remediation) of contaminated soil and/or groundwater. Remediation of 
contaminated soil is accomplished by excavating the contaminated soil and then transporting it for disposal at a 
landfill that is permitted to accept hazardous wastes. The subsequent “hole” that is left in the ground from 
removal of the contaminated soil is then backfilled with clean fill dirt. For sites that involve contamination of very 
large areas of soil, the soil may be left in place and a “cap” of clean fill dirt placed on top. Remediation of 
contaminated groundwater or surface water is much more costly and time consuming, generally occurring over a 
period of many years. The most basic type of groundwater remediation, called air sparging, uses air to strip the 
water clean. Another common method, called a groundwater extraction and treatment (GET) system, consists of 
installing a network of underground pipes and pumps that extract the groundwater, pump it through a series of 
chemical and/or biological treatment tanks and filters, and then discharge the treated water to another location.  

There are more than 60 inactive sites within the Planning Area. Inactive sites have met the remediation goals set 
by SWRCB and/or DTSC, and therefore these cases have been closed. However, inactive sites where soil or 
groundwater contamination has occurred could still result in public health or environmental exposure to 
hazardous materials in certain situations; for example, where contaminated soil is covered with a protective clean 
soil cap or where groundwater contamination is still present at low levels. These types of sites generally have land 
use prohibitions in place, which require notification of and consultation with SWRCB and/or DTSC and the local 
CUPA if subsurface excavation is proposed or if a change in land use is proposed.  

There is one former “Superfund” site in the City, which is still undergoing remedial activities—the former 
Southern Pacific Railyard, now located on Union Pacific Railroad property, approximately 1 mile northwest of I-
80. Eight of the ten active remedial action sites in the Planning Area are associated with contamination at the 
railyards. Soil and groundwater contamination occurred in the railyards from LUSTs, and on-site activities that 
resulted in spills. The primary environmental contaminants that are present at the railyards consist of solvents, 
lubricants, metals, and fuels (SWRCB 2019). In 1984, this site was placed on the National Priorities List (i.e., 
Superfund). However, in 1989, after a substantial amount of remediation had occurred, the site was removed from 
the National Priorities List (NPL); accordingly, it is no longer designated as a “Superfund” site. Remedial 
activities are ongoing under the direction of DTSC and SWRCB. There are no active Superfund sites in the 
Planning Area (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2019). 

4.10.2.4 LEAD AND ASBESTOS 

Lead is a highly toxic metal that was used until the late 1970s in a number of products, most notably paint. The 
use of lead as an additive to paint was discontinued in 1978 because human exposure to lead was determined by 
EPA and the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) to be an adverse human health risk, 
particularly to young children. Primary sources of lead exposure are deteriorating lead-based paint, lead-
contaminated dust, and lead-contaminated soil. Demolition of structures containing lead-based paint requires 
specific remediation activities regulated by federal, state, and regional and local laws.  

Asbestos is designated as a hazardous substance when the fibers have potential to come in contact with air 
because the fibers are small enough to lodge in lung tissue and cause health problems. The presence of asbestos-
containing materials (ACMs) in existing buildings poses an inhalation threat only if the ACMs are in a friable 
state. If the ACMs are not friable, then there is no inhalation hazard because asbestos fibers remain bound in the 
material matrix. People exposed to asbestos may develop lung cancer and mesothelioma. The risk is proportional  
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Sources: SWRCB 2019, DTSC 2019 

Exhibit 4.10-1 Known Hazardous Materials Sites 
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to the cumulative inhaled dose (quantity of fibers), and also increases with the time since first exposure. Although 
there are a number of factors that influence the disease-causing potency of any given asbestos (such as fiber 
length and width, fiber type, and fiber chemistry), all forms are carcinogens. Emissions of asbestos fiber to the 
ambient air, which can occur during activities such as renovation or demolition of structures made with ACMs 
(e.g., insulation), are regulated in accordance with EPA’s Asbestos National Emission Standards for Hazardous 
Air Pollutants.  

4.10.2.5 FIRE HAZARDS 

Wildland Fires 

Wildland fires represent a substantial threat in California, particularly during the hot, dry summer months in more 
isolated areas where steep topography, limited access, and heavy fuel loading contribute to hazardous conditions. 
Wildland fires may be started by natural processes, primarily lightning, or by human activities. The California 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) has established a fire hazard severity classification 
system to assess the potential for wildland fires. The zones depicted on CAL FIRE maps take into account 
potential fire intensity and speed, production and spread of embers, fuel loading, topography, and climate (e.g., 
temperature and the potential for strong winds). The classification system provides three classes of fire hazards: 
Moderate, High, and Very High.  

Public Resources Code Sections 4125–4137 require the designation of State Responsibility Areas (SRAs) (based 
on the amount and type of vegetative cover, beneficial water uses, probable erosion damage, fire risks, and 
hazards) where the financial responsibility of preventing and suppressing fires falls primarily on the State of 
California. Fire protection outside the SRAs is the responsibility of local or federal agencies.  

The Planning Area is designated by CAL FIRE as a Local Responsibility Area, and there are no Very High Fire 
Hazard Severity Zones in the Planning Area (CAL FIRE 2008). The central and eastern portions of the Planning 
Area are heavily urbanized. The western portion of the Planning Area consists of agricultural land (DOC 2019), 
including row crops, orchards, and grazing land that is covered with grasses.  

Urban Fires 

Urban fires are fires that begin in buildings in urban centers. They are typically localized, but have the potential to 
spread to an adjoining building, especially in areas where homes and/or business facilities are clustered close 
together. Structural fire risk is greatest in older structures and neighborhoods built before modern building codes 
for fire safety and building systems were in place.  

Fire suppression services in the Planning Area are provided by local fire stations operated by the City of Roseville 
Fire Department, which are discussed in more detail in Section 4.11, “Public Services and Recreation.” 

4.10.2.6 AIRPORTS 

There are no airports in the Planning Area. The closest airport is the Rio Linda Airport in Sacramento County, 
approximately 6.3 miles southwest of the Planning Area. Rio Linda Airport is privately owned but is open to the 
public; it has two paved and lighted runways. The Planning Area is not located within the overflight, noise, or 
other airport hazard zones of any airport. Because there are no airports within 6 miles of the planning area, this 
topic is not discussed further in this EIR. 
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4.10.3 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

4.10.3.1 FEDERAL 

Environmental Protection Agency 

The Federal Toxic Substances Control Act (1976) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 
(RCRA) established a program administered by EPA for the regulation of the generation, transportation, 
treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. The RCRA was amended in 1984 by the Hazardous and 
Solid Waste Act (HSWA), which affirmed and extended the “cradle to grave” system of regulating hazardous 
wastes. The use of certain techniques for the disposal of some hazardous wastes was specifically prohibited by the 
HSWA. 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as 
Superfund, was enacted by Congress on December 11, 1980. This law provided broad federal authority to respond 
directly to releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the 
environment. CERCLA established requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous waste sites; 
provided for liability of persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste at these sites; and established a trust 
fund to provide for clean up when no responsible party could be identified. CERCLA also enabled the revision of 
the National Contingency Plan (NCP). The NCP provided the guidelines and procedures needed to respond to 
releases and threatened releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The NCP also established 
the National Priorities List, which is a list of contaminated sites warranting further investigation by EPA. 
CERCLA was amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) on October 17, 1986. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

The primary mission of the Federal Emergency Management Agency is to reduce the loss of life and property and 
to protect the nation from all hazards, including natural disasters, acts of terrorism, and other man-made disasters, 
by leading and supporting a risk-based, comprehensive emergency management system of preparedness, 
protection, response, recovery, and mitigation. 

Disaster Mitigation Act 

The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires a state mitigation plan as a condition of disaster assistance, adding 
incentives for increased coordination and integration of mitigation activities at the state level through the 
establishment of requirements for two different levels of state plans: “Standard” and “Enhanced.” States that 
develop an approved Enhanced State Plan can increase the amount of funding available through the Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program. The Disaster Mitigation Act also established a new requirement for local mitigation 
plans. 

Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act 

The Emergency Planning Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986 was included under the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) law and is commonly referred to as SARA Title III. EPCRA was 
passed in response to concerns regarding the environmental and safety hazards proposed by the storage and 
handling of toxic chemicals. EPCRA establishes requirements for federal, state, and local governments, Indian 
Tribes, and industry regarding emergency planning and Community Right-to-Know reporting on hazardous and 
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toxic chemicals. SARA Title III requires states and local emergency planning groups to develop community 
emergency response plans for protection from a list of Extremely Hazardous Substances (40 CFR Appendix B). 
The Community Right-to-Know provisions help increase the public’s knowledge of and access to information on 
chemicals at individual facilities, their uses, and their release into the environment.  

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) of 1975 was created to provide adequate protection from 
the risks to life and property related to the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce by improving 
regulatory enforcement authority of the Secretary of Transportation. 

United States Department of Transportation 

Transportation of chemicals and hazardous materials are governed by the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(USDOT), which stipulates the types of containers, labeling, and other restrictions to be used in the movement of 
such material on interstate highways. 

Federal Railroad Administration 

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) an agency under USDOT, is responsible for requiring each railroad 
carrier that provides intercity or commuter rail passenger transportation to develop a Railroad Safety Risk 
Reduction Program, as part of Public Law 110-432, “Federal Rail Safety Improvements,” enacted in 2008. The 
program addresses issues such as railroad safety, highway/rail grade crossings, pedestrian safety, trespasser 
prevention, and safety enhancements. FRA is also responsible for enforcing safety rules and standards under CFR 
Title 49, Sections 200–272, which cover a comprehensive range of railroad safety topics, including track safety, 
roadway workplace safety, railroad operation rules, communication, locomotive safety standards, inspections and 
maintenance, signal systems, grade crossing safety, bridge safety standards, emergency preparedness, passenger 
safety, safety training, dispatching, and qualification/certification for conductors. 

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

Pipeline facilities are subject to regular inspection and maintenance activities required by USDOT’s Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) regulations and include, but are not limited to, regular 
inspections of terminals and pipeline routes for visible leaks and evaluations of aboveground equipment including 
valve stations, pump and power stations; monthly inspections to ensure the integrity of pipeline corrosion 
protection; excavation and repair of pipeline segments experiencing degradation; and repair of pipeline anomalies 
identified during internal inspection or at locations damaged by third parties.  

In addition, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) is the agency authorized to oversee gas pipeline 
facilities within the State and has rules governing design, construction, testing, operation and maintenance of gas 
gathering, transmission and distribution piping systems.  
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4.10.3.2 STATE  

California Environmental Protection Agency, Executive Order W-5-91 

The California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) was established in 1972 by the State of California to 
establish a cabinet-level voice for the protection of human health and the environment and to assure the 
coordinated deployment of state resources.  

Department of Pesticide Regulation 

The purpose of the California Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) is to protect the health of humans and 
the environment. DPR sets standards for the sale and use of pesticides and encourage “reduced-risk pest 
management” to decrease the use of hazardous pesticides. The DPR is funded by regulatory fees. A portion of its 
budget supports local pesticide enforcement by County Agricultural Commissioners. DPR released the 
publication “A Community Guide to Recognizing and Reporting Pesticide Problems” to inform Californians 
about the use, potential hazards, and response to hazards from pesticide use (DPR 2014).  

Department of Resources, Recycling, and Recovery  

The California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) and the SWRCB jointly issue 
regulations pertaining to waste disposal on land, including criteria for all waste management units, documentation 
and reporting, and enforcement.  

Department of Toxic Substances Control 

The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has primary regulatory responsibility, with 
delegation of enforcement to local jurisdictions that enter into agreements with the State agency, for the 
management of hazardous materials and the generation, transport and disposal of hazardous waste under the 
authority of the Hazardous Waste Control Law. Since August 1, 1992, DTSC has been authorized to implement 
the state’s hazardous waste management program for CalEPA. 

California Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA) assumes primary responsibility for 
developing and enforcing workplace safety regulations within California. Cal-OSHA regulations pertaining to the 
use of hazardous materials in the workplace (Title 8 of the CCR) include requirements for safety training, 
availability of safety equipment, accident and illness prevention programs, hazardous substance exposure 
warnings, and preparation of emergency action and fire prevention plans. Cal-OSHA enforces hazard 
communication program regulations that contain training and information requirements, including procedures for 
identifying and labeling hazardous substances, communicating hazard information related to hazardous 
substances and their handling, and preparation of health and safety plans to protect workers and employees at 
hazardous-waste sites. The hazard communication program requires that employers make Safety Data Sheets 
available to employees, and requires documentation of informational and training programs for employees. 

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, Executive Order W-5-91 

The State of California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment was established in its current form in 
1991, but the work of the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment originated in the 1950s. It oversees 
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implementation of many public health-related environmental regulatory programs within CalEPA, including 
implementing the provisions of the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Proposition 65). 
Proposition 65 requires the governor to publish, at least annually, a list of chemicals known to the state to cause 
cancer or reproductive toxicity. The proposition was intended by its authors to protect California citizens and the 
state’s drinking water sources from chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm 
and to inform citizens about exposures to such chemicals. 

State Water Resources Control Board 

The SWRCB was established in 1967 by combining the State Water Quality Control Board and the State Water 
Rights Board, but its work originated in the 1950’s. The Central Valley RWQCB is authorized by the SWRCB to 
enforce provisions of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act of 1969. This act gives the Central Valley 
RWQCB authority to require groundwater investigations when the quality of groundwater or surface waters of the 
state is threatened and to require remediation of the site, if necessary. 

California Department of Transportation 

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) was established in 1972 and manages more than 50,000 
miles of California’s highway and freeway lanes, provides inter-city rail services, and permits more than 400 
public-use airports and special-use hospital heliports. Caltrans is also the first responder for hazardous material 
spills and releases that occur on highway and freeway lanes and inter-city rail services. 

SB 1889, Accidental Release Prevention Law/Chemical Accident Release Prevention Program, 
1996 

SB 1889 required California to implement a federally mandated program governing the accidental airborne 
release of chemicals listed under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act. Effective January 1, 1997, the California 
Accidental Release Prevention program (CalARP) replaced the previous California Risk Management and 
Prevention Program (RMPP) and incorporated the mandatory federal requirements. CalARP addresses facilities 
containing specified hazardous materials that, if involved in an accidental release, could result in adverse off-site 
consequences. CalARP defines regulated substances as chemicals that pose a threat to public health and safety or 
the environment because they are highly toxic, flammable, or explosive.  

SB 1082, California Environmental Protection Agency’s Unified Program, 1993 

In 1993, Senate Bill 1082 gave CalEPA the authority and responsibility to establish a unified hazardous waste and 
hazardous materials management and regulatory program, commonly referred to as the Unified Program. The 
purpose of this program is to consolidate and coordinate six different hazardous materials and hazardous waste 
programs, and to ensure that they are consistently implemented throughout the state. The Unified Program is 
overseen by CalEPA with support from DTSC, RWQCBs, the California Office of Emergency Services (OES), 
and the State Fire Marshal. 

The Unified Program Administration and Advisory Group (UPAAG) was created to foster effective working 
partnerships between local, State and federal agencies. The UPAAG’s goals and objectives are listed in the 
UPAAG Strategic Plan. The six programs are: 

► Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and Inventories (Business Plans)  
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► California Accidental Release Prevention Program 

► Underground Storage Tank Program  

► Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act Program 

► Hazardous Waste Generator and Onsite Hazardous Waste Treatment (tiered permitting) Programs  

► California Uniform Fire Code: Hazardous Material Management Plans and Hazardous Material Inventory 
Statements  

State law requires county and local agencies to implement the Unified Program. The agency in charge of 
implementing the program is called the CUPA. The Placer County Environmental Health Services Division is the 
designated CUPA for the county, and the Roseville Fire Department is the designated CUPA for the City. Both 
agencies work together to regulate hazardous materials in the City.  

Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act, Health and Safety Code 25270 

The Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act, requires registration and spill prevention programs for above ground 
storage tanks that store petroleum. In some cases, ASTs for petroleum may be subject to groundwater monitoring 
programs that are implemented by the RWQCBs and the SWRCB. 

AB 2185 and AB 2189, Hazardous Materials Business Emergency Response Plan Program, CA 
Health and Safety Code Chapter 6.95 

The State of California requires an owner or operator of a facility to complete and submit a Hazardous Material 
Business Plan (HMBP) to the Governor’s OES if the facility handles a hazardous material or mixture containing a 
hazardous material in amounts greater than specified threshold quantities. Placer County Environmental Health is 
responsible for the implementation of the HMBP program in Placer County. Congress requires EPA Region 9 to 
make HMBP program information available to the public through the EPA’s Envirofacts Data Warehouse.  

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Act, CCR Title 23  

The UST monitoring and response program is required under Chapter 6.7 of the California Health and Safety 
Code and Title 23 of the CCR. The program was developed to ensure that the facilities meet regulatory 
requirements for design, monitoring, maintenance, and emergency response in operating or owning USTs. The 
Placer County Department of Environmental Health is the local administering agency for this program. 

State Hazard Mitigation Plan 

The State Hazard Mitigation Plan (SHMP) is a federally required official statement of the state’s hazard 
identification, vulnerability analysis, and hazard mitigation strategy (44 CFR, Subpart M, Section 206.401) under 
the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 for the State of California to receive federal funds for disaster assistance grant 
programs (California Emergency Management Agency 2018). The goal of the SHMP, prepared by the OES, is to 
guide implementation activities to achieve the greatest reduction of vulnerability, which results in saved lives, 
reduced injuries, reduced property damage, and protection for the environment.  
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School Site Selection and Approval Guide 

The California Department of Education (CDE) has developed a School Site Selection and Approval Guide to 
help school districts select appropriate locations for educational institutions (CDE 2019). The guide contains 12 
screening and ranking criteria, including: safety, location, topography, cost, utilities, and public acceptance. 

School Sites in Relation to Hazardous Emissions 

Public Resources Code Sections 21151.4(a) and 21151.8(a) require that no EIR be certified for a project involving 
construction or alteration of a facility that might reasonably be anticipated to result in hazardous air emissions, or 
that would handle an extremely hazardous substance or a mixture containing extremely hazardous substances in a 
quantity equal to or greater than the state threshold quantity specified in the California Health and Safety Code 
Section 25532(j), within one-quarter mile of a school unless the lead agency has consulted with the school district 
having jurisdiction regarding the potential impact of the project on the school and the school has been given 
written notification of the project not less than 30 days prior to approval of the EIR.  

California Air Resources Board 

The California Air Resources Board (ARB) oversees implementation of and compliance with the National 
Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for asbestos, and investigates all related complaints, 
as specified by California Health and Safety Code Section 39658 (b)(1). The Placer County Air Pollution Control 
District (PCAPCD) requires notification of CARB and EPA for demolition and renovation where ACMs may be 
present (PCAPCD 2019). ARB reviews and investigates each notification; and if it is determined that a structure 
contains ACMs, demolition or renovation of the structure must be compliant with NESHAP standards for 
demolition and renovation (40 CFR 61.145). Demonstration of compliance with NESHAP remediation and 
disposal standards is required before a City of Roseville building permit can be issued for projects where ACMs 
are present. 

Lead-Based Paint, CCR Title 17 

Title 17, Division 1, Chapter 8, of the CCR requires that work on any structure built prior to January 1, 1978 use 
lead-safe practices. Such practices include containment of the work area and cleaning of the work area after 
project completion. CCR Chapter 8 also covers accreditation of training providers and certification of individuals 
to perform lead abatement. Cal-OSHA provides construction and general industry lead standards within Title 8 of 
the CCR, which contains occupational health requirements for lead abatement. DTSC regulations for hazardous 
waste are provided within CCR Title 22, Division 4.5. Demolition or renovation of structures with lead-based 
paint would be required to comply with procedures in CCR Title 22. 

Cortese List, California Government Code Section 65962.5 

The provisions of Section 65962.5 of the California Government Code are commonly referred to as the “Cortese 
List” (after the legislator who authored the legislation that enacted it). The Cortese List is a planning document 
used by state and local agencies to comply with CEQA’s requirement to provide information about the location of 
hazardous-materials release sites. Government Code Section 65962.5 requires Cal/EPA to develop an updated 
Cortese List at least annually. DTSC is responsible for a portion of the information contained on the Cortese List. 
Other state and local government agencies, including the SWRCB and RWQCBs, are required to provide 
additional information for the Cortese List about releases of hazardous materials.  

http://leginfo.public.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=gov&group=65001-66000&file=65960-65963.1
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In addition, Government Code Section 65962.5 (and Public Resources Code Section 21092.6) requires all project 
applicants to consult the Cortese List and determine whether any site-specific project is within a hazardous 
materials site on the List. If so, the project applicant is required to notify the lead agency in writing prior to the 
issuance of a building permit, so the lead agency can determine the appropriate course of action (which generally 
would include preparation of Phase I and (if necessary) Phase II environmental site assessment, along with site-
specific remediation). 

4.10.3.3 REGIONAL AND LOCAL 

Placer County Agricultural Commissioner 

According to the California Food and Agriculture Code, the regulation of pesticide use in California occurs at the 
County level, thus the Placer County Agricultural Commissioner regulates and enforces use of pesticides. 
Pesticide use is enforced through permitting the use of restricted and non-restricted pesticides; enforcing worker 
safety laws; inspecting pesticide equipment and applications; auditing records of growers, pest control operators, 
dealers and pest control advisors; and additional strategies. 

Placer County Environmental Health Services 

The Placer County Environmental Health Services Division (the local CUPA for the county) regulates hazardous 
waste, aboveground petroleum storage and risk management plans, hazardous materials business plans and 
chemical inventories, risk management plans, and USTs. The Roseville Fire Department (the local CUPA for the 
city) works cooperatively with the Placer County Environmental Health Services Division to regulate hazardous 
materials in the City. 

Existing City of Roseville General Plan 

The existing Roseville General Plan (City of Roseville 2016) includes the following goals and policies related to 
hazardous materials, emergency preparedness, and fire risks. 

Hazardous Materials Goal 1: Protect the community’s health, safety, natural resources, and property through 
regulation of use, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials. 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 1: Require the disclosure of the use and storage of hazardous materials in 
existing and proposed industrial and commercial activities and siting of hazardous waste disposal facilities in 
accordance with Placer County guidelines and state law. 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 2: Work with Placer County and other public agencies to inform consumers 
about household use and disposal of hazardous materials. 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 3: Cooperate fully with both public and private agencies, as defined in the City 
of Roseville Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan in the event of a hazardous material emergency. 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 4: Develop a hazardous materials truck route through the City of Roseville and 
limit pickup and delivery of hazardous materials during peak traffic hours. 

Schools Goal 1: The provision of adequate school facilities is a community priority. The school districts and the 
City will work closely together to obtain adequate funding and site locations for new school facilities. 
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► Schools Policy 5: The City and the school districts will work together to develop criteria for the designation 
of school sites, and consider the opportunities for reducing the cost of land for school facilities. The City shall 
encourage the school districts to comply with City standards in the design and landscaping of school facilities. 

► Schools Policy 8: Schools, where feasible, shall be located away from hazards or sensitive resource 
conservation areas, except where the proximity of resources may be of educational value and the protection of 
the resource is reasonably assured.  

Fire Protection Goal 1: Protect against the loss of life, property, and the environment by the application of 
appropriate prevention, education, and operational measures.  

Fire Protection Goal 2: Provide emergency services in a well-planned, cost-effective, and professional manner 
through the best utilization of properly trained, equipped, and supervised personnel. 

► Fire Protection Policy 1: Continue to pursue and promote fire prevention programs and standards.  

► Fire Protection Policy 4: Provide highly trained personnel to ensure effective suppression of fires and safety 
for firefighters. 

► Fire Protection Policy 5: Seek to reduce fires by fully investigating the cause, origin and circumstances of 
each fire; collect and preserve evidence; coordinate with authorities in detection, apprehension, and 
prosecution of arsonists; pursue each investigation to its conclusion; and use resultant findings to develop 
more effective fire prevention programs. 

► Fire Protection Policy 6: Phase the timing of the construction of fire stations to be available to serve the 
surrounding service area. 

► Fire Protection Policy 9: Continually update the Roseville Emergency Operations Plan and ensure that 
participants are prepared to efficiently carry out assigned functions.  

► Privately-Owned Utilities Policy 2: Require the installation of communication and electric lines 
underground except when infeasible or impractical.  

Air Quality Goal 1: Improve Roseville's air quality by: 

a) Achieving and maintaining ambient air quality standards established by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the California Air Resources Board; and, 

b) Minimizing public exposure to toxic or hazardous air pollutants and air pollutants that create a public 
nuisance through irritation to the senses (such as unpleasant odors). 

Air Quality Goal 2: Integrate air quality planning with the land use and transportation planning process. 

► Air Quality – Land-Use Related Policy 8: Separate air pollution-sensitive land uses from sources of harmful 
air pollution. 
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► Air Quality – Hazardous-Materials Related Policy 11: Protect City residents from the risks involved in the 
transport, distribution, storage, use, and disposal of hazardous materials. 

Circulation-Function Classification Goal 1: Provide guidance to the long-range planning of the City’s roadway 
system including design standards, right-of-way requirements and coordination with surrounding jurisdictions. 

► Circulation-Functional Classification Policy 5: Design intersections and public rights-of-ways in 
accordance with state and federal accessibility requirements. 

City of Roseville 2019 Design and Construction Standards 

Section 8 of the Roseville design standards require a minimum flow of water for fire protection in accordance 
with the Roseville Fire Department and California Fire Code. For single-family detached houses, water mains 
must provide a flow of 1,500 gallons per minute in addition to the peak normal maximum daily consumption 
needs for a neighborhood. The required fire flow for multi-family, commercial, business, industrial, and school 
areas is determined on a case-by-case basis by the Roseville Fire Department, but may not exceed 4,000 gallons 
per minute, in addition to the peak normal daily consumption needs.  

Fire hydrants shall be placed at street intersections wherever possible. Fire hydrants and blow-offs not located at 
intersections shall be installed on property lines between lots. Fire hydrants and blow-offs shall have a maximum 
spacing of 500 feet measured along the street frontage in residential areas and a maximum spacing of 350 feet in 
all other areas. Hydrants shall be required within a cul-de-sac or dead-end street measuring more than 250 feet as 
measured from the curb return of the intersecting street and the end of the bulb or street. 

Sections 5, 6, and 7 of the Roseville design standards contain a variety of requirements that are intended to 
provide safe access to property and on streets throughout the City for motorists and emergency vehicles including 
driveways, turn lanes, streets, and traffic lights. 

Roseville Emergency Operations Plan and Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 

The City of Roseville has developed an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) (City of Roseville 2011). The plan 
describes organizational and operational responsibilities in the event of an emergency, including hazardous 
materials emergencies and clean up and de-contamination procedures. The EOP is an extension of the City’s 
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan and follows nationally-adopted Incident Command System guidelines. The City’s 
2016 Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan was developed to evaluate hazards within the City and identifies planning 
tools, policy changes, programs, projects, and other activities that can mitigate the impacts of hazards (City of 
Roseville 2016). Through mutual aid agreements, the Roseville Fire Department can also request services from 
the Placer County, City of Sacramento, and Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District Hazardous Materials Response 
Teams in the event of a large-scale incident. The Roseville Fire Department would also provide assistance to 
California Highway Patrol (CHP), OES, and other responding agencies as requested, in the event of a hazardous 
materials spill on SR 65 or I-80.  

Household Hazardous Waste 

The City of Roseville Environmental Utilities Department provides a free hazardous and electronic waste pick-up 
service for Roseville residents. Residents may call the department to schedule a pick-up time at their homes. In 
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addition, Roseville residents can drop off hazardous and electronic materials at the Western Placer Waste 
Management Authority’s Household Waste Facility in Lincoln. 

City of Roseville Municipal Code 

Chapter 9.60 of the Roseville Municipal Code establishes regulations for the identification and disclosure of 
hazardous materials use and management in the City.  

9.60.050: Filing of a hazardous material disclosure form. 

A. Any person who uses or handles a hazardous material must annually submit a completed disclosure form to 
the fire chief.  

B. Within 15 days of any:  

1. New use or significant change in the use or handling of a hazardous material;  
2. New use or handling of a previously undisclosed hazardous material;  
3. Change of business address;  
4. Change of business ownership; or  
5. Change of business name.  

Adopted Specific Plans and Mitigation Measures 

Currently, the City has adopted 14 Specific Plans. A Specific Plan is a comprehensive planning and zoning 
document that implements the General Plan by providing development and conservation standards for a defined 
geographic location within the Planning Area. Each Specific Plan contains guidelines for site, architectural, 
landscaping, lighting, roadway networks, pedestrian/bicycle paths, open space corridors, parks, and other aspects 
of design. Each adopted Specific Plan involved preparation of an EIR, which evaluated potential human health 
and environmental risks related to hazards and hazardous materials. Where appropriate, mitigation measures were 
adopted and incorporated into the specific plan to reduce the level of risk from hazards and hazardous materials, 
and are required to be implemented in the respective Specific Plan Areas. Adopted mitigation measures for 
hazards and hazardous materials include identifying and remediating contaminated soil and other hazardous 
materials. Copies of the adopted Specific Plans and their associated EIRs are available upon request from the City 
of Roseville Development Services Department, Planning Division. 

4.10.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

4.10.4.1 METHODOLOGY 

This proposed General Plan Update does not include any changes to land use designations, expansion of the 
City’s Planning Area, or other major physical changes to areas planned for development compared to the existing 
General Plan, but does include changes to goals, policies, and implementation measures, which are analyzed as a 
part of this EIR. This EIR analyzes buildout of the Planning Area consistent with the existing General Plan land 
use designations and compares this to the existing physical conditions, which constitute the baseline for 
determining whether potential impacts are significant. 
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The analysis in this section considers the range and nature of foreseeable hazardous materials use, storage, and 
disposal resulting from implementation of the proposed General Plan Update, and identifies the primary ways that 
these hazardous materials could expose individuals or the environment to health and safety risks. 

The range and types of uses accommodated under the proposed General Plan Update can be identified in general 
terms. The nature of general plans, consistent with state law and common practice, is that specific uses or 
developments normally are not identified. Rather, categories of land use are defined that would allow a wide 
range of specific uses. The specific types of businesses allowed, and whether or not they would generate or use 
hazardous materials, cannot be known at this time. Businesses such as gasoline service stations and dry cleaners 
are some of the most common commercial operations that routinely use hazardous materials (motor fuels and 
other petroleum products, and solvents, respectively), but other possible commercial and industrial uses could 
potentially use a range of oils and lubricants, solvents, fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides, and other chemicals 
and materials in liquid, solid, or gas form. 

Future development in the City could involve a variety of land uses, including residences, commercial uses, 
industrial uses, utilities and transportation facilities, office space, and public services facilities (i.e., educational 
and institutional uses). As a result, this analysis assumes and evaluates a range of potential uses that could handle 
hazardous materials, and a broad range of potential hazardous materials that could be used. 

As discussed in Section 4.10.3, “Regulatory Framework,” compliance with applicable federal, state, and regional 
and local health and safety laws and regulations by residents and businesses in the City would protect the health 
and safety of the public. State and local agencies are required to enforce applicable requirements. In determining 
the level of significance, the analysis in this section considers development in the City in the context of required 
federal, state, and local ordinances and regulations. 

A preliminary review of environmental risk databases was conducted, but this analysis did not include any 
sampling, site specific review, laboratory analysis, or inspection of buildings or site surfaces. Sites within the 
Planning Area with potential environmental hazards were identified based on information obtained from the 
Cortese List (including SWRCB’s GeoTracker database and DTSC’s EnviroStor database), the Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) Public Map Viewer, and a review of California Important 
Farmlands mapped by the Department of Conservation. In addition, the Placer County Department of 
Environmental Health maintains lists of hazardous material sites, releases, and accident occurrences. 

Site-specific investigations for projects developed under the proposed General Plan Update will be required to 
address hazardous materials conditions. These activities would be conducted during subsequent environmental 
reviews, required for future development activities. For example, site-specific Phase I environmental site 
assessments would be required for projects where the presence of hazardous materials is known or suspected, and 
if necessary, subsequent Phase II soil/groundwater testing and remediation could be required before site 
development. 

The methodology for determining wildfire hazards included a review of aerial photographs, and a review of CAL 
FIRE’s fire hazard severity zone maps. 
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4.10.4.2 THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, a hazards and hazardous materials or wildfire impact is 
considered significant if the proposed project would: 

► create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of 
hazardous materials;  

► create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident 
conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment;  

► emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within 
one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school;  

► be located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government 
Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would create a significant hazard to the public or the environment;  

► result in a safety hazard or excessive noise for people residing or working in the project location within an 
airport land use plan or within two miles of a public airport or public use airport;  

► impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency 
evacuation plan;  

► expose people or structures, either directly or indirectly, to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving 
wildland fires; 

► if located in or near state responsibility areas or land classified as very high fire hazard severity zones, would 
the project: 

a) substantially impair an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan; 

b) due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose project 
occupants to, pollutant concentrations from a wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a wildfire; 

c) require the installation or maintenance of associated infrastructure (such as roads, fuel breaks, emergency 
water sources, power lines or other utilities) that may exacerbate fire risk or that may result in temporary 
or ongoing impacts to the environment; or 

d) expose people or structures to significant risks, including downslope or downstream flooding or 
landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope instability, or drainage changes. 

4.10.4.3 ISSUES NOT CONSIDERED FURTHER IN THIS EIR 

Airport Safety and Noise Hazards—The closest airport is the Rio Linda Airport in Sacramento County, 
approximately 6.3 miles southwest of the Planning Area. The Planning Area is not located within the overflight, 
noise, or other airport hazard zones of any airport. Therefore, implementation of the land use changes and policies 
consistent with the proposed General Plan Update would have no impact related to safety hazards for aircraft or 
for people residing or working in the vicinity of an airport, and this issue is not addressed further in this EIR. 
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4.10.4.4 IMPACT ANALYSIS 

IMPACT 
4.10-1 

Create a Significant Hazard Through Routine Transport, Use, or Disposal or Possible Release of 
Hazardous Materials from Upset or Accident Conditions. Future population growth with buildout of the 
General Plan would result in an increase in the routine transport, use, and/or disposal of hazardous materials, 
which could result in greater exposure of the public to such materials and exposure of increasing numbers of 
people through either routine use or accidental release. Implementation of proposed General Plan Update 
policies, in combination with existing federal and state regulations, would reduce the potential impacts related 
to the routine transportation of hazardous materials. This impact would be less than significant. 

Buildout of the General Plan will involve development of new residential, commercial, and industrial uses. New 
residential development would result in increased use, storage, and disposal of household hazardous materials. 
New commercial and industrial development would also result in increased use, storage, and/or disposal of 
hazardous materials during routine operations. Of particular concern are facilities with USTs or other methods of 
storage that could accidentally leak into the soil, surface water, groundwater, or air. Specific examples of such 
facilities include gas stations, automotive repair shops, and dry cleaners. 

The amount of hazardous materials transported through the City on designated truck routes, the UPRR, and 
highways (i.e., SR 65 and I-80) is likely to increase as a result of new development accommodated under the 
proposed General Plan Update and regional growth. With additional development anticipated under the proposed 
General Plan Update, more people could be potentially exposed to toxic spills or releases under buildout 
conditions compared to existing conditions. 

Transportation of hazardous materials on area roadways is regulated by the California Highway Patrol and 
Caltrans, and use of these materials is regulated by DTSC, as outlined in CCR Title 22. FRA regulates the use, 
storage, and transport of hazardous materials at rail facilities. USDOT (through the Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act), and other regulatory agencies (including the California Public Utilities Commission for 
natural gas transmission lines) provide standards designed to avoid releases including provisions regarding 
securing materials and container design. Facilities developed under the proposed General Plan Update that would 
use hazardous materials on-site would be required to obtain permits and comply with appropriate regulatory 
agency standards designed to avoid hazardous waste releases and protect the public health. 

The following policies related to the routine use, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials would be revised as 
a part of the proposed General Plan Update, with additions shown in bold, underlined text and deletions shown 
in strikethrough text: 

► Policy SAFE5.1: Require the disclosure, of the use, and storage, and disposal of hazardous materials in 
existing and proposed industrial and commercial activities and siting of hazardous waste disposal facilities in 
accordance withto comply with Placer County guidelines and state lawlocal, state, and federal safety 
standards. 

► Policy SAFE5.3: Cooperate fully with both public and private agencies, as defined in the City of Roseville 
Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan in the event of a hazardous material emergency. 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 4: Develop a hazardous materials truck route through the City of Roseville and 
limit pickup and delivery of hazardous materials of hazardous materials during peak traffic hours. 
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► Policy AQ1.21: Protect City residents from the risks involved in the transport, distribution, storage, use, and 
disposal of hazardous materials, and coordinate with other agencies and organizations to reduce existing 
sources of health risk. 

Hazardous Materials Policy 4 has been removed because the City has already designated appropriate truck routes, 
and these routes are appropriate for transportation of all types of materials. Policy SAFE5.3 has been revised to 
clarify that the City will cooperate with other public and private agencies in the event of a hazardous material 
emergency, regardless of how this is addressed in existing plans. The proposed General Plan Update policy 
changes listed above would improve clarity and would not result in any adverse environmental impacts. 

Conclusion 

Projects potentially developed as a part of buildout of the General Plan that would involve the use, transport, and 
disposal of hazardous materials are subject to regulations that are designed to protect public health. Existing 
General Plan Hazardous Materials Goal 1 and Hazardous Materials Policies 2 (listed previously in the Regulatory 
Framework section, and which have been renumbered for the proposed General Plan Update), as well as revised 
proposed General Plan Update Policies SAFE5.1, SAFE5.3, and AQ1.21 listed above, require consideration of 
hazardous materials issues in the land use planning process and require the use, disposal, storage, and transport of 
hazardous materials in compliance with local, state, and federal safety requirements. Implementation of current 
state and federal regulations, as well as the policies of the proposed General Plan Update may not prevent all 
potential releases of hazardous materials, but would serve to minimize both the frequency and the magnitude, if 
such a release occurs. In combination with existing federal and state regulations, these policies would also reduce 
the potential impacts of the routine transportation of hazardous materials in the City. This impact would be less 
than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

No mitigation is required. 

IMPACT 
4.10-2 

Emission or Handling of Hazardous or Acutely Hazardous Materials, Substances, or Waste within 
One-Quarter Mile of an Existing or Proposed School. Buildout of the General Plan could result in 
development of uses that would emit or handle hazardous waste in proximity to new or existing schools. 
However, implementation of proposed General Plan Update policies and compliance with existing regulations 
would ensure that the impact is less than significant. 

Because the proposed land uses identified in the General Plan are conceptual, it cannot be specifically 
demonstrated that the necessary one-quarter mile distance would be implemented between incompatible land uses 
and the potential school sites. The proposed General Plan Update encourages the development of mixed land uses 
to promote walking and biking between residential uses and public uses such as schools, so it is reasonable to 
assume that new development would occur in close proximity to existing and newly developed schools. 

However, the California Department of Education enforces school siting requirements (CDE 2019), and new 
facilities would not be constructed within ¼ mile of facilities emitting or handling materials based on these 
requirements. Furthermore, permitting requirements for individual hazardous material handlers or emitters, 
including enforcement of Public Resources Code Section 21151.4(a) and 21151.8(a), which would require 
consultation with the school district and public notification as part of the CEQA environmental review for the 
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proposed use where proposed construction or alteration of a facility that has the potential to emit hazardous 
materials would be located within one-quarter mile of a school. 

The following goal and policies related to hazards near schools would be revised as a part of the proposed General 
Plan Update, with additions shown in bold, underlined text and deletions shown in strikethrough text: 

► Hazardous Materials Policy 4: Develop a hazardous materials truck route through the City of Roseville and 
limit pickup and delivery of hazardous materials of hazardous materials during peak traffic hours. 

► Policy SAFE5.1: Require the disclosure, of the use, and storage, and disposal of hazardous materials in 
existing and proposed industrial and commercial activities and siting of hazardous waste disposal facilities in 
accordance withto comply with Placer County guidelines and state lawlocal, state, and federal safety 
standards. 

► Policy SAFE5.3: Cooperate fully with both public and private agencies, as defined in the City of Roseville 
Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan in the event of a hazardous material emergency. 

Goal AQ1.1: Improve Roseville’s air quality by: a) Achieving and Reduce local air pollutant emissions to 
assist with meeting and maintaining ambient air quality standards established by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the California Air Resources Board; and, b) and minimizing public exposure to toxic or 
hazardous air pollutants and air pollutants that create a public nuisance through irritation to the senses (such as 
unpleasant odors). 

► Policy AQ1.3: Projects that could generate substantial air pollutant emissions or expose sensitive uses to 
substantial air pollutant concentrations should incorporate strategies to reduce operational emissions, 
applicable emissions control exposure to such emissions using measures recommended by the Placer 
County Air Pollution Control District, and other relevant applicable, feasible strategies, as needed, to 
avoid significant air quality impacts Develop consistent and accurate procedures for evaluating the air 
quality impacts of new projects. 

► Policy AQ1.21: Protect City residents from the risks involved in the transport, distribution, storage, use, and 
disposal of hazardous materials, and coordinate with other agencies and organizations to reduce existing 
sources of health risk. 

► Policy PF3.4: The City and the school districts will work together to develop criteria for the designation of 
school sites, and consider the opportunities for reducing the cost of land for school facilities, and work to 
minimize the impact of school traffic on the adjacent neighborhoods vehicular traffic by ensuring 
Encourage opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian connections. The City shall encourage the school 
districts to comply with City standards in the design and landscaping of school facilities. 

► Policy PF3.7: Schools, where feasible, shall should be located away from hazards or sensitive resource 
conservation areas, except where the proximity of resources may be of educational value and the protection of 
the resource is reasonably assured. 

Hazardous Materials Policy 4 has been removed because the City has already designated appropriate truck routes, 
and these routes are appropriate for transportation of all types of materials. Policy PF3.7 has been revised in 
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recognition that the City does not control the location of schools. The proposed General Plan Update policy 
changes listed above would result in improved protection for school children and employees, along with general 
public citizens in Roseville related to hazardous materials, and would not result in any adverse environmental 
impacts. 

Conclusion 

Existing General Plan Hazardous Materials Goal 1 and Hazardous Materials Policy 2, Air Quality Goal 2, Air 
Quality Policies 8 and 11, Schools Goal 1, and Schools Policy 7, (listed previously in the Regulatory Framework 
section, and which have been renumbered for the proposed General Plan Update), as well as revised proposed 
General Plan Update Policies SAFE5.1 and SAFE 5.3, Goal AQ1.1 and Policies AQ1.3 and 1.21, and Schools 
Policy PF.4 listed above, augment existing state hazardous materials regulations related to schools and ensure that 
consideration is made of land uses potentially handling hazardous materials, which would further ensure that such 
land uses are not developed in proximity to schools. Furthermore, these policies require the use, disposal, storage, 
and transport of hazardous materials in compliance with local, state, and federal safety requirements, which would 
help to protect schools. Enforcement of California Department of Education school siting regulations, permitting 
requirements for individual hazardous material handlers and emitters, and enforcement of Public Resources Code 
Section 21151.4(a) and 21151.8(a) during project-level review for projects developed under the General Plan, 
would prevent future conflicts between hazardous materials handling and emissions and schools. This impact 
would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

No mitigation is required. 

IMPACT 
4.10-3 

Public Health Hazards from Locating Project Development on a Known Hazardous Materials Site 
Compiled Pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5. Several sites within the City are listed on the 
Cortese List as known hazardous materials sites. New and infill development proposed in the proposed 
General Plan Update could expose construction workers to hazards and hazardous materials from these sites 
during construction activities, and hazardous materials on-site could create an environmental or health hazard 
if left in place. This impact would be less than significant. 

There are approximately 70 known listed hazardous materials sites in the City, most of which have been 
remediated and are closed. There are 10 open, active sites which are undergoing remedial action under the 
jurisdiction of DTSC and/or the Central Valley RWQCB. Ground disturbance associated with development 
proposed in the 2035 General Plan, if excavation and/or grading were to occur at sites listed on a known 
hazardous materials site list compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 (Cortese List), could 
potentially result in the exposure of construction workers, the public, and the environment to hazards associated 
with contaminated soil and/or groundwater if not properly remediated and/or monitored. 

The largest hazardous materials site in Roseville is associated with the former Southern Pacific Railyard (now the 
Union Pacific Railyard). The railyard was placed on the EPA National Priorities List in 1984 as a Superfund site, 
but was subsequently removed from the NPL in 1989 following substantial remediation efforts. The primary 
environmental contaminants that are present at the railyards consist of solvents, lubricants, metals, and fuels; both 
soil and groundwater are contaminated. Cleanup and mitigation for contamination is ongoing, and public access to 
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the railyards is limited by fencing, in order to minimize risk of exposure to the public and to minimize public risks 
associated with active railway operations and maintenance.  

Most of the new development in the City is proposed in the western and northwestern portions of the Planning 
Area, which consists primarily of land that has been in agricultural use for many years. Agricultural activities and 
lands with historic agricultural use can result in soil that is contaminated with high residual levels of pesticides; 
also older, currently unknown USTs could be present. If encountered during earthmoving or other future 
construction activities associated with development proposed under the proposed General Plan Update in the 
undeveloped western portion of the Planning Area, construction workers and the environment could be exposed to 
hazardous materials. 

Site-specific investigations for projects developed as a part of buildout of the General Plan would be required to 
address hazardous materials conditions. These activities would be conducted during subsequent environmental 
reviews and permitting, required for future development activities. California Government Code Section 65962.5 
and Public Resources Code Section 21092.6 requires all project applicants to consult the Cortese List and 
determine whether any given project site is within a hazardous materials site on that list. If so, the project 
applicant is required to notify the City in writing prior to the issuance of a building permit. Phase I environmental 
site assessments would be required for projects where the presence of hazardous materials is known or suspected, 
and (if necessary), subsequent Phase II soil/groundwater testing and remediation could be required before 
development on a site-specific basis. 

Due to the age of some of the facilities that are present in older portions of the Planning Area where infill and 
redevelopment are proposed, asbestos and lead-based paint could be encountered during demolition activities. If 
not handled properly, ACMs and lead-based paint could pose a human and environmental health hazard. 
However, demolition of structures containing ACMs and lead-based paint are regulated by EPA, CalEPA, and 
CARB, and regulations designed to protect workers during the demolition process are enforced by OSHA and 
Cal-OSHA. All project applicants, property owners, and individual homeowners in the City are required to abide 
by these regulations. 

Finally, a variety of major underground nature gas and hazardous materials pipelines cross the City in both north-
south and east-west directions, and in both existing developed areas and proposed future development areas. 
However, standard construction contracts require construction contractors for site-specific projects to locate 
buried underground pipelines prior to the start of earth-moving activities, by consulting plans on file with the 
City, Placer County (County), DigAlert, Underground Service Alert, and PHMSA. 

The following proposed policies related to hazards associated with known contaminated and hazardous materials 
sites would be revised as a part of the General Plan Update, with additions shown in bold, underlined text and 
deletions shown in strikethrough text: 

► Policy AQ1.21: Protect City residents from the risks involved in the transport, distribution, storage, use, and 
disposal of hazardous materials, and coordinate with other agencies and organizations to reduce existing 
sources of health risk. 

► Policy AQ1.22: Support improvements to diesel engines, limits on idling, and incorporation of 
technology and management practices that reduce harmful emissions at the Rail Yard. 
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► Policy SAFE5.1: Require the disclosure, of the use, and storage, and disposal of hazardous materials in 
existing and proposed industrial and commercial activities and siting of hazardous waste disposal facilities in 
accordance withto comply with Placer County guidelines and state lawlocal, state, and federal safety 
standards. 

► Policy SAFE5.3: Cooperate fully with both public and private agencies, as defined in the City of Roseville 
Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan in the event of a hazardous material emergency. 

The proposed General Plan Update policy changes listed above would result in improved protection for Roseville 
citizens and the environment related to hazardous materials sites, and would not result in any adverse 
environmental impacts. 

Conclusion 

Existing General Plan Hazardous Materials Goal 1 and Hazardous Materials Policy 2 (listed previously in the 
Regulatory Framework section, and which have been renumbered for the proposed General Plan Update), as well 
as revised proposed General Plan Update Policies SAFE5.1 and SAFE 5.3, and Policies AQ1.21 and AQ1.22 
listed above, would ensure cooperation with agencies such as DTSC and SWRCB to reduce risk from known 
hazardous material sites and respond to any hazardous materials releases, and reduce harmful emissions at the 
Railyards. 

Most planned new development is not expected to occur on sites listed in the GeoTracker or EnviroStor 
databases, because these sites exist within the existing developed areas of the City. For redevelopment or infill 
development areas with existing hazardous materials issues, proposed General Plan Update goals and policies, in 
addition to application of current regulations, would not absolutely prevent exposure to hazards and hazardous 
materials, but would use existing facility information to identify areas of hazardous materials use. Site-specific 
investigations for projects developed under the proposed General Plan Update will be required to address 
hazardous materials conditions. These activities would be conducted during subsequent environmental reviews, 
required for future development activities. 

California Government Code Section 65962.5 and Public Resources Code Section 21092.6 requires all project 
applicants to consult the Cortese List and determine whether any given project site is within a hazardous materials 
site on the List. If so, the project applicant is required to notify the City in writing prior to the issuance of a 
building permit. Site-specific Phase I environmental site assessments would be required for projects where the 
presence of hazardous materials is known or suspected and, if necessary, subsequent Phase II soil/groundwater 
testing and remediation could be required before site development. Phase I environmental site assessments have 
already been performed for some of the Specific Plan EIRs in the western portion of the planning area, and 
mitigation measures requiring further investigation and remediation of hazardous materials, as necessary, were 
adopted as part of those EIRs. Following the completion of site-specific investigations, remediation of 
contaminated sites as required by DTSC, RWQCB or other regulatory agency (depending on which agencies are 
providing regulatory oversight) is required before development permits can be issued by the city. For existing 
hazardous materials sites where land use controls are in place, the City is required by law to consult with 
appropriate regulatory agency prior to issuance of a permit for construction, or for project operation that would 
involve a change in the existing land use. 
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To prevent future contamination due to projects developed under the General Plan, the City would continue to 
require Hazardous Materials Management Plans and, where necessary, Risk Management Prevention Plans 
pursuant to state law to ensure facilities that use hazardous materials or involve hazards are appropriately 
monitored and regulated. The use of toxic or hazardous materials in larger quantities requires the filing of a 
business plan for emergency response pursuant to Section 25503.5 of the California Health and Safety Code. All 
users are required to submit a list of hazardous and toxic materials with a discussion of potential chronic and acute 
long-term health hazards and toxicological effects, including those on children, from acute short-term or chronic 
long-term exposure. In addition, plans must be submitted specifying procedures for mitigating the emissions of 
toxic substances and groundwater monitoring and for identifying methods of hazardous waste disposal. At the 
time of application for building permits, all projects are reviewed for compliance with the Placer County 
Hazardous Waste Management Plan.  

In combination with existing required federal and state regulations pertaining to hazardous site cleanup, ongoing 
remedial activities at known contamination sites, site-specific environmental site assessments and location of 
underground pipelines prior to site-specific earthmoving activities, and implementation of existing and proposed 
General Plan Update policies, would reduce the potential impacts of future development related to hazardous 
materials, and this impact would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

No mitigation is required. 

IMPACT 
4.10-4 

Impair Implementation of or Physical Interference with an Adopted Emergency Response Plan or an 
Emergency Evacuation Plan. Buildout of the General Plan would add additional traffic and residences 
requiring evacuation in case of an emergency. Implementation of proposed General Plan Update policies 
would ensure conformance with local emergency-response programs and continued cooperation with 
emergency-response service providers. This impact would be less than significant. 

The City participates in updates to and implementation of Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plans, which are designed to 
protect against the hazards that affect the City, protecting the lives and property of all of its citizens, as well as 
reducing the costs to the City. The Plan process is designed to provide a forum for collaboration, establishing the 
groundwork for future interagency cooperation in pre-disaster planning, emergency response, and evacuation, if 
necessary. Implementation of the proposed General Plan Update would create additional traffic and develop new 
residences and businesses requiring evacuation in case of an emergency. 

During the planning and permitting of projects developed under General Plan buildout, the City Development 
Services Department, Planning Division will communicate with emergency service providers, particularly the 
Roseville Fire Department (which serves as the City’s CUPA) on issues of mutual interest, such as emergency 
response plans. The City will follow guidance in the Emergency Operations Plan, which establishes an 
Emergency Management Organization (EMO) and assigns functions and tasks consistent with California’s 
Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) and the National Incident Management System (NIMS).  

The focus of General Plan policy, given the City’s jurisdiction and the role of general plans, is on the location of 
development, design of circulation systems, and other physical elements that are required for emergency response. 
An efficient roadway and circulation system is vital for the evacuation of residents and the mobility of fire 
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suppression, emergency response, and law enforcement vehicles. Sections 5, 6, and 7 of the City of Roseville 
Design and Construction Standards contain a variety of requirements that are intended to provide safe access to 
property and on streets throughout the City for motorists and emergency vehicles including widths, sight lines, 
markings, signals, and location of driveways, turn lanes, streets, and traffic lights. 

The following proposed General Plan Update goals and policies related to evacuation routes and emergency 
response are proposed for revision, with additions shown in bold, underlined text and deletions shown in 
strikethrough text: 

► Policy CIRC1.5: Design intersections and public rights-of-ways in accordance with state and federal 
accessibility requirements. 

The proposed General Plan Update policy changes listed above would ensure appropriate access, including in 
cases of emergency, and would not result in any adverse environmental impacts. 

Conclusion 

Existing General Plan Circulation-Functional Classification Goal 1, and Fire Protection Goal 2 and Policy 9 
(listed previously in the Regulatory Framework section, and which have been renumbered for the proposed 
General Plan Update), as well as revised proposed General Plan Update Policy CIRC1.5 listed above, in addition 
to implementation of the City’s Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, Emergency Operations Plan, and City Design 
Standards and Guidelines, would ensure that future development would not interfere with emergency response or 
evacuation plans. This impact is considered less than significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

No mitigation is required. 

IMPACT 
4.10-5 

Exposure of People and Structures to Significant Risk of Urban and Wildland Fires. Buildout of the 
General Plan could potentially increase risk to fire for both people and property. However, implementation of 
proposed General Plan Update policies and actions, along with existing regulations would ensure that people 
and structures would not be exposed to a significant risk of loss of injury involving fires. This impact is 
considered less than significant. 

Areas at risk for extreme wildfires are designated by CAL FIRE as those lands where dense vegetation with severe 
burning potential prevails, as well as areas with limited access due to topography or lack of roads. The central and 
eastern portions of the Planning Area are heavily urbanized. The western portion of the Planning Area consists of 
agricultural land, including row crops and orchards. The Planning Area is not located in or near state 
responsibility areas or land classified as very high fire hazard severity zones. The Planning Area is designated by 
CAL FIRE as a Local Responsibility Area, and there are no Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones in or adjacent 
to the Planning Area (CAL FIRE 2008). Therefore, the wildfire hazard risk for the City is considered low. 

Grassland fires are a concern in urban areas, but the greater fire threat in the core of the City’s urban areas is from 
structural fires. Fire and building codes are designed to reduce overall fire risk related to structural fires. Older 
buildings can be retrofitted to current safety standards. Fire stations, equipment, and personnel must be planned in 
coordination with development to ensure adequate fire suppression in the City’s growing areas. Connected 
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transportation networks are important to ensuring emergency access to both the City’s urban and rural areas, to 
facilitate rapid response to fires. 

Fire protection services are provided by the Roseville Fire Department. All development is required to comply 
with the Fire Code, City of Roseville Design and Construction Standards, and with state requirements for 
defensible space surrounding rural properties and water for adequate fire flows.  

The following proposed General Plan Update goals and policies related to fire risks in the City are proposed for 
revision, with additions shown in bold, underlined text and deletions shown in strikethrough text: 

► Policy CIRC1.5: Design intersections and public rights-of-ways in accordance with state and federal 
accessibility requirements. 

The proposed General Plan Update policy changes listed above would ensure appropriate design for roadways and 
intersections, which would ensure adequate access, including for fire response. This policy would not result in any 
adverse environmental impacts. 

Conclusion 

Existing General Plan Circulation-Functional Classification Goal 1, Fire Protection Goals 1 and 2 and Policies 1, 
4, 5, 6, and 9, and Privately-Owned Utilities Policy 2 (listed previously in the Regulatory Framework section, and 
which have been renumbered for the proposed General Plan Update), as well as revised proposed General Plan 
Update Policy CIRC1.5 listed above, would ensure appropriate provision of access for fire-fighting equipment, 
provision of appropriate fire-fighting personnel and equipment, and the placement of new electrical utility lines 
underground, all of which would reduce the risk associated with fires. 

State regulations ensure adequate emergency access and evacuation in the case of fire; installation of sprinkler 
systems, where needed, as well as other building and fire code requirements designed to protect the public health; 
and inclusion of defensible space in areas prone to wildfire. Along with City Design and Construction Standards 
related to roadways and ingress and egress points for emergency vehicles, implementation of the City’s Multi-
Hazard Mitigation Plan and Emergency Operations Plan, and implementation of existing and proposed General 
Plan Update policies would ensure that people or structures would not be exposed to a significant risk of loss of 
injury involving fires. With the incorporation of these policies and regulations, this impact would be less than 
significant. 

Mitigation Measure 

No mitigation is required. 
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